
GBS 17 week Holiday Package_Social Study Activity

ACTIVITY No Questions

Exercise 37 1 State characteristics of convectional rainfall?

2 Why does the region receive convectional rainfall?

3 What brings heavy clouds in equatorial regions?

4 state three characteristics of equatorial climate?

5 Identify the climatic regions of Uganda?

6 State factors affecting climate of Uganda?

Exercise 38 1 Give ways which Ugandans have affected the equatorial climate?

2 What can Ugandans do to maintain equatorial climate?

3 Describe the semi desert climate.

4 What type of climate covers the biggest part of Uganda?

5 What is Meteorology?

6 State the importance of weather station in Uganda?

Exercise 39 1 How are Meteorologists important to our country?

2 How are the above disasters caused by weather?

3 Identify disasters caused by bad weather?

4 Mention bad weather that causes disasters?

5 What is weather forecasting?

Exercise 40 1 Identify tributaries of R. Nile?

2 Mention the dams constructed along river Nile?

3 Why did H.M Stanley circumnavigate L. Victoria?

4 Identify lakes drained by R. Nile?

5 Suggest problems Uganda is likely to face to have without R. Nile?

6 Identify the importance of Rivers?

Exercise 41 1 Why is a rain guage placed 30cm above the ground?

2 Explain why the rain guage is put in an open place?

3
Name the imaginary line drawn on the map to show places of the same amount 

of rainfall.

4 How is a weather map important?

5 what determines the direction of wind?

6 How does atmospheric pressure determine wind direction?

Exercise 42 1 (b).Outline the characters of wind.

2 n which units is speed of wind measured

3 Explain why a wind sock is important at the airport?

4 State any three importances of wind to man?

5 Mention dangers caused by wind to man?

6 How is a wind sock similar to a wind vane in their function?

7 How is air pressure an important weather element?

8 What causes air pressure to change?
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